
HAROLD WEISBERG 
7627 Old Receiver Rd 
Frederick, MID 21702 	 b/14/98 

Rt. Frederic Whitehurst 
c/o Vir./lohn 
Kohn, Kohn & Caapinto 
3233 Massashussetts Ave., VW 
Washington, 1)C 200(77 

Dear Fir. Whitehurst, 

What you have done and are doLng  is important for the FBI and more, for the 

country. I have had considerable experience with the FBI, with the Lab in parti-

cular, and the changes you indicate are needed are urgently needed. 

Some of what I have learned may be of interest to you. This has to do with 

two of the more controversial crimes of our lifetimes. 

When 1 was confronted with determined FBI perjury in FOIA lawsuits I de-

cided that I would Fake an issue of 41416:Slt is not done usually, not through 

the immune pleadings of counselibut by putting myself under oath and myself 

subject to the penalties of perjury if I lied and)with this materialystated 

ger oath that the Lab had lied to the court. They got away with the most usual 
of defensed, telling  that court that I could make those charges ad infinitim 
because 1  knew more about that case than the FBI did! 

In several different forms in several of those BOIA lawsuits I attributed 

perjury to the FBI and all the judges merely accepted it, did nothing  about 

what 1 sworn was perjury er about my swearing  to it. 

It was with respect to the assassination of President Kennedy that the 

FBI Lab perjured itself to withhold nonexempt information from ee.There is 
over 

great controversy our that case, most of it from people who know nothing about 

i4164, it or these often referred to as conspirzcy theorists. I've published a 
number of books on the subject and there is no theory in any of them. I have 

been critical of some Lab agents and of Warren Commission counsel but to this 

day- and mine was the first book, of 19b5 - I have not had a call or a letter 
complaining  that I had been unfair or inaccurate in anything I said about him. 

Please Obuse my typing. It cannot be any better. I'm 85, infirm, and I muss 
keep my legs elevated when 1 type. 

In an effort to make our system of justice work in the case of the assassi-
nation of kiartin Luther King, Jr., I was able to provide dames Karl Ray with 

counsel who did not have the conflicts of interest of those who did him in and 

I became fdle case investigator. I conducted the investigation for the success-
ful habeas corpus petition and for the two weeks of evideniary hearing  that fol-

lowed. I have transcripts of those hearings. It was in federal district court, 
in PamPhis, in 1974. The corruption, the dishonesty in that case is beyond be- 
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lief! That some of those agents would attest as they did, One in particular, is 

hard to believe. In any event, and I am quite prepared to prove this with he 
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office evidence or with unrefuted sworn testimony in the evidentiary hearing, 

James Earl Hay did not fire the shot that killed Ring and all involved in the 

investigation had to have mudex varying degrees of understanding of this. 

The crime weeilli  AYsical impossible as it was officially alleged, and that 

is sworn to and unrefuted. Pot even disputed. In fact, there was no official 

FBI presence at that ovidentiaty searing and no agent appeared to contradict 

anything attributed to any Lab agent. 

Because the King family hae asked that this be looked at, with the 

official decision pending, I think it would be a very good case for you' to 

examine in terms of what the Lab did and did not do and did and did not say. 

If this interests you, you are welcome toeccess to all 1 have and to the use of 

our copier. 

The FULA lawsuit in which± obtained what of the FBI's relevant records I 

was able to get disclosed is C4 4:1996. The headquarters main file is 44-

38U61. I have it and those files of six or seven field offices, including 

Meeekhis. The lawsuit in which the FBI'j defense against my allegation of per- 

jury 	the Lab was CA 75-226. 

That was the first case filed under the 1974 amendments. In the legislative 

history Senator Edward Kennedy saw to it that the legislative history of the 

amending would be clearil earlier version of that same effort, to gat the results 

of the scientific testing, was cited as requiring amending of the investigatory 

files exemotion. 

I filed about a dozen FOIL lawsuits and obtained about a third of a million 

pages that I have preserved as I received them. They will ail be a permanent pub - 

lie archive at local /food college, *ere sane now are. 

The acronym in the King case was HURKIN. It and related records come to 

about 80,000 pages.I do not have all the Lab and the Exhibits Section work but 

I do know about what 1  do not have and how some of it was corrupted to make the 

preconception seem possible when it was not possible at all. 

-.hanks for what you have done. Zt was important for the country and it was 

important for the FBI. Lo-+..eec 

Sin'erely, 

6i0 4  " //ae,UP ereAgi-1-7 

"arold Wesborg 


